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When underground cavities are created in initially stressed rock masses by the drill and blast method, an unwanted excavation damage zone (EDZ) is induced around the cavities due to the combined eﬀects of in-situ stress
redistribution and blast loading. During rock fragmentation by blasting, the in-situ stress on blast-created excavation boundaries is suddenly released. The in-situ stress redistribution is a dynamic process that starts from
the transient release of stress and reaches a ﬁnal static stress state after excavation. For a circular tunnel that is
excavated underground by full-face millisecond delay blasting, 2D ﬁnite element simulation is performed to
investigate the rock damage induced by the dynamic in-situ stress redistribution and blast loading. The critical
peak particle velocity (PPV) for the initiation of blast damage in pre-stressed rock masses is also numerically
studied. The results show that the transient stress release generates additional stress waves, resulting in a larger
damage zone compared with that following quasi-static stress redistribution. The eﬀect that the additional stress
waves have on rock damage becomes more obvious as the in-situ stress levels and excavation dimensions increase and as the stress release duration decreases. Blast-induced tensile stress in the circumferential direction of
a tunnel is neutralized by compressive in-situ stress. In deep-buried or high-stressed tunnel excavation, dynamic
stress redistribution is responsible for the formation of EDZ; the critical PPV for the initiation of blast damage
ﬁrst increases and then decreases with an increase in the in-situ stress. Therefore, in underground blasting
excavation, the factors that aﬀect the level of in-situ stress such as tunnel depths should be considered with
respect to the blasting vibration standards and damage criteria.

1. Introduction
In underground mining and civil construction operations involving
rock excavation, an undesirable excavation damage zone (EDZ) is created in rock masses surrounding the openings. Excavation-induced rock
damage, which can include microcracks, spalling and even v-shaped
notches in more severe cases, potentially undermines the tunnel stability and increases the excavation and support costs and delays.
Investigating the characteristics and behavior of EDZ is essential for
underground openings that require long-term stability. Extensive studies have been conducted to understand and predict the EDZ, and
signiﬁcant advances have been made in determining its formation
mechanism and mechanical properties (Martin, 1997; Kaiser et al.,
2004; Read, 2004; Martino and Chandler, 2004; Li et al., 2012; Siren
et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2016; Lisjak et al., 2016).
The use of explosives is the most cost-eﬀective and widely used rock
excavation method. It is generally accepted that when the drill and blast
method is used in underground excavation, a combination of the eﬀects
⁎

of in-situ stress redistribution and blast loading is responsible for the
formation of EDZ (Martino and Chandler, 2004). Stress redistribution
due to excavation causes local stress concentrations, which may exceed
the rock strength, and can damage the rock masses surrounding the
excavation. Blast-induced rock damage results from explosion stress
waves and subsequent explosion gas expansion.
There are two problems that should be noted in understanding the
interaction of in-situ stress redistribution and blast loading.
Accompanying rock fragmentation by blasting, the in-situ stress that
was initially exerted on the blast-created excavation boundaries is
suddenly released. Theoretical and numerical studies have shown that
the transient stress release produces stress waves passing through the
medium, which cause a transient stress greater than the ﬁnal static
stress (Cook et al., 1966; Carter and Booker, 1990; Li et al., 2014; Zhu
et al., 2014). However, many researchers still tend to treat the stress
redistribution associated with blasting excavation as a quasi-static
process. This approximation is generally acceptable if the in-situ stress
level is low. However, at a moderate-to-high stress level, such as
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excavation radius
average crack propagation velocity
P-wave velocity
damage variable
blasthole diameter
charge diameter
damage threshold
Young’s modulus
variable of random distribution
scale parameter of Weibull distribution
shear modulus
degraded shear modulus
bulk modulus
degraded bulk modulus
charge length
shape parameter of Weibull distribution
original number of elements
number of ruptured elements
in situ stress
blasting pressure peak on excavation boundaries
blasting pressure-time history on excavation boundaries
borehole wall pressure
borehole wall pressure-time history
distance
tunnel radius
blasthole spacing

time
initial time of stress release
stress release duration
rising time of borehole pressure
critical peak particle velocity
velocity of detonation
damping factor
speciﬁc heat ratio
deviatoric strain increment
Kronecker delta
volumetric strain increment
stress increment
strain rate
volumetric strain
lateral pressure coeﬃcient
adiabatic expansion constant
Poisson’s ratio
rock density
explosive density
maximum principal stress
minimum principal stress
uniaxial compressive strength
dynamic compressive strength
dynamic tensile strength
static compressive strength
static tensile strength
uniaxial tensile strength
internal frictional angle

results clearly show that the velocity of stress waves increases rapidly
with an increase in the in-situ stress at lower levels, but that the velocity
tends to be constant under higher stress levels.
Because of these complexities, most studies associated with EDZ
tend to investigate individual damage mechanisms separately, such as
stress redistribution-induced damage under quasi-static conditions or
blast-induced damage for a single blasthole rather than real blasting
schemes. It is still unclear how and to what degree the drilling and
blasting method aﬀects the formation of EDZ in underground excavation. There are no blasting safety criteria and standards that consider
the eﬀects of static in-situ stress and dynamic unloading. Therefore, to
fully understand the formation of EDZ in underground blasting excavation, it is signiﬁcant to numerically study the rock damage induced
by the combination of dynamic in-situ stress redistribution and blast
loading, with special emphases placed on real blasting schemes and the
transient stress release.
In this study, a simpliﬁed 2D numerical model is ﬁrst developed for
a circular tunnel excavation using the full-face millisecond delay
blasting method. Subsequently, a continuum-based damage model is
programmed into the FEM software LS-DYNA to investigate the rock
damage evolution induced by dynamic in-situ stress redistribution,
blast loading and their combined eﬀects. In addition, the eﬀects of the
in-situ stress on the PPV threshold for initiation of blast damage are
discussed. These numerical results provide a reference for the blasting
safety criteria and standards of underground blasting excavation.

20–50 MPa, the strain rate induced by the transient stress release can
reach a magnitude of 10–1–101 s–1 for most of the short-hole blasts that
are used in underground opening excavation (Lu et al., 2012). It is
generally acknowledged that when the strain rate exceeds 10–1 s–1, the
mechanical behavior of rock is a dynamic process and that the inertial
eﬀects should not be ignored (Zhang and Zhao, 2014). Therefore,
during blasting excavation in highly stressed rock masses, the in-situ
stress redistribution around the excavation is a dynamic process that
starts from the transient stress release and reaches a ﬁnal static stress
state after excavation. Cai (2008) noted that in addition to blast-induced stress waves and gas pressure, the dynamic unloading or dynamic stress redistribution is another mechanism that may contribute to
the formation of EDZ. According to numerical and experimental results,
He et al. (2010), Zhu et al. (2014), Yan et al. (2015) and Yang et al.
(2015) found that dynamic stress disturbances due to the transient
stress release have a considerable inﬂuence both on the evolution and
extent of EDZ around deep tunnels. Other studies show that the eﬀects
of dynamic stress redistribution are closely related to rock properties,
in-situ stress levels, stress release rates and paths (Li et al., 2014; Cao
et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016a).
In-situ stress, including its magnitude and orientation, has a signiﬁcant impact on the distribution and extent of blast-related rock
damage zones. Many experimental and numerical studies have shown
that when a blasthole is detonated in an initially stressed rock mass,
blast-induced cracks are initiated and propagated preferentially along
the maximum stress orientation perpendicular to the blasthole axis. The
greater the compressive stress is, the more obvious this phenomenon is,
and the smaller the cracked zone is (Ma and An, 2008; Omer, 2013;
Yilmaz and Unlu, 2013). The pre-loading compressive stress suppresses
the blast-induced cracks. High compressive stress may cause fractures
around the blasthole, and these fractures may be extended or suppressed by blast-induced stress waves in diﬀerent patterns (Ma and An,
2008). In addition, the presence of in-situ stress may disturb the propagation of blast-induced stress waves. In this respect, Fan et al. (2009)
carried out experimental studies under laboratory conditions. Their

2. Two-dimensional numerical model for blasting excavation of a
circular tunnel
Because of the dimensional eﬀect, the behavior of rock damage by a
single-hole blast in a stressed rock mass cannot completely represent
the picture of rock damage for blasting excavation in underground
tunnels. Therefore, to get closer to reality, a model for a circular tunnel
excavation is ﬁrst developed.
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and explosive-rock interactions. However, such a ﬁne simulation is
more suitable for the cases that consist of only a few blastholes. If such a
simulation is applied to real tunnel excavation practices, which involve
hundreds of blastholes in a blast, as shown in Fig. 1, it will present a
considerable challenge for model meshing and computation. Instead,
some semi-empirical formulae and detonation theories are used to estimate the explosion pressure. In accordance with the Chapman-Jouguet model of detonation waves, when considering the decoupling effect, the peak pressure exerted on the blasthole wall has the following
formula (Fickett and Davis, 1979; Henrych and Major, 1979; Persson
et al., 1993):

2.1. Millisecond delay blasting and its simpliﬁed model
It is assumed that a circular tunnel with a radius of 5.0 m is excavated in an inﬁnite geologic body, which is subjected to an in-situ
stress ﬁeld of p0 (vertical component) and κp0 (horizontal component).
A full-face millisecond delay blasting sequence is employed in the excavation, as shown in Fig. 1. The cutting blastholes in Round I are ﬁrst
detonated, followed by the breaking holes in Round II–IV, buﬀer holes
in Round V and contour holes in Round IV. The delay intervals range
from 50 to 150 ms and are controlled by electronic detonators in odd
series (MS1, MS3, MS5…). All of the blastholes in the same round are
assumed to be detonated at precisely the same time, without considering the delay deviation of detonators. The blast uses blastholes that
are 42 mm in diameter and explosives that are 1000 kg/m3 in density
and 3600 m/s in velocity of detonation (VOD). Coupled charge conﬁgurations are adopted in the cutting holes, and decoupled charges are
used in the other types of blastholes. According to the formal procedures for charge calculations, which are applicable to most tunnel excavation (Persson et al., 1993), the detailed blasthole layout and
blasting parameters adopted in this study are listed in Table 1.
A fully 3D model of blasting excavation that incorporates many
inﬂuence factors obscures the essence of the topic investigated in this
study. Therefore, the circular tunnel excavation is simpliﬁed to a plane
strain problem, and the tunnel is assumed to be located in a homogeneous and isotropic medium. Actual blasting operations in a cycle of
tunnel excavation occur over a ﬁnite length. In each excavation cycle,
the charge columns ﬁlled at diﬀerent depths are not detonated synchronously because of the ﬁnite velocity of detonation. Rock discontinuities and the spatial geometry of tunnels also have important
eﬀects on the rock damage evolution and distribution. The simpliﬁed
plane model adopted in this study is limited in these aspects. Despite its
limitations, the 2D numerical modeling is still very helpful for clarifying
the mechanism of rock damage induced by the combination of dynamic
in-situ stress redistribution and blast loading.
When a round of blastholes are detonated simultaneously, the interaction of explosion-induced stress waves from adjacent holes will
encourage cracks to spread preferentially along the connecting line of
adjacent blastholes (Dare-Bryan et al., 2012). The highly cracked zones
between adjacent blastholes become the paths of least resistance for
explosion gases to escape and further encourage crack growth in this
direction. Accompanying the crack growth and interpenetration
throughout the rock between adjacent blastholes, a new free surface,
i.e., a blasting excavation boundary, is created along the blasthole line.
The normal component of in-situ stress on this boundary is also suddenly released. Therefore, from a macro perspective, the transient release of in-situ stress occurs on the blast-created excavation boundary,
i.e., the line that connects blastholes in the same round.
Based on the above, a numerical model that takes the blasting excavation boundary as the inner boundary is developed by using the
commercial ﬁnite element program ANSYS/LS-DYNA, as shown in
Fig. 2. In this way, the full-scale blastholes are not included in this
model, and the blasting pressure is applied equivalently to the excavation boundary. This process avoids tremendous model meshing and
computational work due to detonations of more than 100 tiny blastholes. The 2D domain measures 100 × 100 m to minimize the
boundary eﬀects. After convergence tests, it is discretized into 87,408
quadrilateral elements. In the convergence tests, the size of elements is
reduced until the diﬀerence of modeling results is less than 5% between
consecutive tests. The rock properties of marble in the Jinping-II diversion tunnel project are speciﬁed in this study (Li et al., 2012), as
listed in Table 2.

Pw =

ρe V d2 ⎛ d c ⎞2λ
2(γ + 1) ⎝ db ⎠
⎜

⎟

(1)

where Pw is the borehole wall pressure, ρe is the explosive density, Vd is
the velocity of detonation, dc is the charge diameter, db is the blasthole
diameter, γ is the speciﬁc heat ratio, and λ is the explosive’s adiabatic
expansion constant. For the common explosives used in rock blasting, γ
is approximately equal to 3.0 (Persson et al., 1993). The adiabatic expansion constant λ is dependent upon heat of the explosion and detonation velocity, about 1.5 for an average value (Fickett and Davis,
1979; Persson et al., 1993).
The pressure decay function originally proposed by Starﬁeld and
Pugliese (1968) and modiﬁed by Jong et al. (2005) is adopted to approximate the borehole pressure-time history

Pw (t ) = 4Pw (e−βt / 2 −e−

2 βt )

(2)

where Pw(t) is the borehole wall pressure-time history, t is time, and β is
a damping factor that is determined according to the rising time of
borehole pressure to its peak. From Eq. (2), the peak pressure occurs at
time tr = − 2 ln(1/2)/ β ; hence, the damping factor β is expressed as

β = − 2 ln(1/2)/ tr

(3)

At present, there is some controversy with respect to the peak
pressure attainment time. Many publications cite the rising time of
borehole pressure in the order of several microseconds, but some of the
literature suggests that it is in the order of hundreds of microseconds to
several milliseconds. For a cylindrical charge column, Lu et al. (2012)
deemed that after the detonation waves are propagated through the
column of explosive, the borehole pressure rises to a maximum. Thus,
(4)

tr = L/ Vd

where L is the charge length.
An important simpliﬁcation in this numerical study is to transfer the
borehole pressure equivalently onto the blasting excavation boundary
to solve the problem of multi-hole blasts. According to the
p0
MS9

MS11

MS7
MS5
MS3
MS1

țp0
VI V

2.2. Description of blast loading and transient stress release

IV

III

II

I

p0

The ﬁnite element program LS-DYNA has proven to be one of the
few codes that allow an accurate description of explosive detonation

țp0

I: Cutting blastholes
II - IV: Breaking blastholes
V: Buffer blastholes
VI: Contour blastholes

Fig. 1. An underground tunnel excavation with the method of full-face millisecond delay
blasting.
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Table 1
Drilling and blasting parameters for the full-face millisecond delay blasting.
Blasthole type
Initiation sequence
Detonator series
Delay time (ms)
Blasthole diameter
(mm)
Charge diameter
(mm)
Spacing (m)
Distance to the
tunnel center
(m)

Cutting
holes
I
MS1
0
42.0

Breaking holes
IV
MS7
200
42.0

Buﬀer
holes
V
MS9
310
42.0

Contour
holes
VI
MS11
460
42.0

II
MS3
50
42.0

III
MS5
110
42.0

42.0

32.0

32.0

32.0

28.5a

25.0

0.7
0.5

0.8
1.2

1.0
2.2

1.0
3.2

1.0
4.2

0.5
5.0

Table 2
Rock properties in the ﬁnite element calculations.

Saint–Venant’s principle, the equivalent blasting pressure on the excavation boundary is determined by
(5)

where Pb(t) is the blasting pressure-time history on the excavation
boundary and S is the spacing between adjacent blastholes in the same
round.
This equivalent treatment causes some deviation in the immediate
vicinity of blastholes. However, this study is to investigate the rock
damage outside the tunnel proﬁle rather than the explosion-induced
rock fracture and fragmentation process around blastholes. Therefore,
this equivalent processing is acceptable to a certain degree (Torano
et al., 2006; Xia et al., 2013). From Eqs. (1)–(5), the blasting pressuretime proﬁle on the excavation boundary is shown in Fig. 2; the time of
pressure rise to its peak and the duration are approximately 0.8 and
8.0 ms.
Three parameters must be speciﬁed to describe the transient release
of in-situ stress on excavation boundaries: the magnitude of the initial
stress, the stress release duration and the release path. As mentioned
earlier, the transient stress release occurs with the blast-induced
cracking throughout the connecting line of adjacent blastholes in the
same round. Therefore, when the cracks are considered to be propagated at a constant velocity, the stress release duration can be approximated by

td =

( S)
1
2

2

Value

Density, ρ (kg/m3)
Young’s modulus, E (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν
Uniaxial compressive strength, σc (MPa)
Uniaxial tensile strength, σt (MPa)
Internal frictional angle, φ (°)

2700
50
0.22
80
5
38

where td is the duration of the transient stress release and cf is the
average velocity of crack propagation. According to the Griﬃth's rupture criterion, the average cracking velocity is 20–30% of the velocity at
which P-waves are propagated through the medium.
In cylindrical charges, the explosion-induced stress wave radiation
and rock cracking in the near ﬁeld is dominated completely by P-Mach
and S-Mach waves because of the detonation wave propagation (Blair,
2014). Therefore, in spite of the 2D numerical analyses, the eﬀect of
charge length on the crack propagation duration is still considered to
come closer to reality. Substituting the related blasting parameters and
rock properties into Eq. (6) yields a duration of 2.6 ms for the transient
stress release in all rounds. In a rock mass characterized by a P-wave
velocity of 4000–6000 m/s and S-wave velocity of 2000–3000 m/s, the
stress waves generated by transient stress release at the excavation
boundaries travel through the burden of 0.5–1.0 m (see Table 1) within
0.5 ms. The delay intervals of blasts between adjacent rounds are at
least 50 ms. Thus, before the current round of blastholes is detonated,
the transient unloading stress waves from the former round have passed
over the blasting excavation boundary of the current round. Therefore,
for the millisecond delay blasting in Fig. 1, the initial stress on the
excavation boundaries to be released is a redistributed secondary stress
after the blasts of the former delay.
Rock fragmentation by blasting is a very fast and complicated process, and it is very diﬃcult to clarify the path for the transient stress
release that occurs in this process. Most researchers tend to address it
by using linear, cosinoidal and exponential functions (Carter and
Booker, 1990; Zhu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). In this study, a linear
path in which the initial stress is released at a constant rate over the
duration is adopted, as shown in Fig. 2. According to the stress continuity condition, when the blasting pressure falls to a level equal to the
initial stress on excavation boundaries, the in-situ stress release begins
to occur at time t = tb.

a
The buﬀer blastholes are ﬁlled with the half-and-half mixing charge of 32 mm and 25
mm in diameters, and thus a mean diameter is adopted in the table.

P b (t ) = (db/ S ) Pw (t )

Properties

+ L2
(6)

cf

p0

(

Pb

(t)

p0

Pb ( t ) = 4 Pb e− β t

2

− e−

2β t

)

Pb(t)
p0

t

0 t
r
(t)
0

p0

Fig. 2. The ﬁnite element model and loads used for
the numerical calculations.

Pb(t)

0
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2.3. Rock damage model

ε V = ε V + dε V

LS-DYNA

Based on the physical nature of brittle damage phenomena,
Krajcinovic and Silva (1982) proposed a simple but eﬃcient damage
law. In this damage model, rock materials are assumed to be composed
of a series of tiny elements. Each element remains completely elastic
until it ruptures when the force reaches its rupture strength. The actual
damage law is a distribution function of the rupture strength of individual elements. Assuming that the strength follows the Weibull
distribution, at a force of F, the number of already ruptured elements is

Δσ ij = Kδ ij Δε kk + 2GΔeij

εV ≤ 0

YES

D = Dt

K = (1 − D ) K
G = (1 − D ) G

D = Dc

NO

D >1
YES

D =1

m

F
Nf = N ⎧1−exp ⎡−⎛ ⎞ ⎤ ⎫
⎢ ⎝ F0 ⎠ ⎥ ⎬
⎨
⎦⎭
⎣
⎩
⎜

⎟

(7)

Fig. 3. Flowchart for the numerical implementation of the rock damage model.

where Nf is the number of ruptured elements, N is the original number
of elements, and F0 and m are scale and shape parameters of the Weibull
distribution. According to Krajcinovic and Silva (1982), the scale
parameter F0 represents the average strength of macroscopic rock, and
the shape parameter m identiﬁes the concentration degree of rock
element strength distribution.
Damage development in the macroscopic rock is regarded as a
continuous process of rock element rupture. Thus, the non-negative
damage variable D is deﬁned as a ratio of the number of already ruptured elements to the original number of elements. Then,

the strain rate. Since the scale parameter F0 in Eq. (7) represents the
average strength of macroscopic rock, it is considered that F0t = σdt and
F0c = σdc.
From Eqs. (1)–(5), the maximum blasting pressure peak applied to
the excavation boundaries is 97.2 MPa, which occurs in the blast of
cutting holes. The rising time to its peak is approximately 0.8 ms. Given
a Young’s modulus of 50 GPa, under the one-dimensional and elastic
conditions, it can be estimated from ε ́ = P b0/(Etr ) that the maximum
strain rate induced by the equivalent blast loading is in the magnitude
of 101 s−1.

m

D=

Nf
F
= 1−exp ⎡−⎛ ⎞ ⎤
⎢ ⎝ F0 ⎠ ⎥
N
⎣
⎦
⎜

⎟

(8)

2.4. Numerical veriﬁcation and simulation scheme

Many experimental and numerical studies show that rock subjected to
explosion pressure or stress redistribution is fractured in tension or
compression-shear mode (Kaiser et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2007; Ma and
An, 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Yilmaz and Unlu, 2013; Wei et al., 2017;
Yao et al., 2017). In this study, the maximum tensile stress criterion and
the Mohr-Coulomb criterion are, respectively, used as the rock strength
criterion in tension and shear. Under the convention of compression
positive, the variable F regarding the stress state can be expressed as

Ft = f (σ ) = −σ3

Fc = f (σ ) = σ1−

In this study, the above rock damage model is embedded into the
FEM program LS-DYNA through its user subroutines. The numerical
implementation algorithm is developed as shown in Fig. 3. Because the
tensile strength of rock is much lower than its compressive strength,
rock materials are more readily damaged in tension mode. Therefore, in
the numerical implementation of Eqs. (11) and (12), the formula εV ⩽ 0
is ﬁrst used to check whether the tensile damage occurs in rock elements. It is assumed that the rock density and Poisson’s ratio are unchanged as the damage develops. According to the principle of elastic
damage, the degraded bulk modulus K = (1−D) K and shear modulus
G = (1−D) G are considered for the damaged rock elements, where K
and G are the initial bulk modulus and shear modulus.
A comparison of rock damage between numerical modeling and site
survey is made to validate the developed rock damage model. The site
test is a single vertical hole blast carried out by Li et al. (2011) in the
bedrock blasting excavation of the Linao Nuclear Power Plant Project
(LNPP). By using their blasting parameters and rock properties, the
blast-induced damage simulated from the above damage model is
shown in Fig. 4. At the damage threshold Dcr = 0.20, the maximum
damage radius is 6.5 m, and the damage depth at the hole bottom is
2.1 m. Acoustic detection shows that the damage radius and depth are
6.6 m and 2.3 m. A good agreement with the experimental data indicates that this damage model is feasible for predicting blast-induced
rock damage. A similar veriﬁcation has also been conducted by Xie
et al. (2016) and demonstrates its validity.
During underground blasting excavation, the rock surrounding the
opening is subjected to pre-existing in-situ stress followed by excavation disturbances, including dynamic stress redistribution and blast
loading. Implementation of this numerical modeling involves two steps,
static stress initialization and dynamic loading or unloading. This systematic process can be performed in the commercial FEM software
ANSYS/LS-DYNA by using its implicit solution and explicit solution in
sequence, as shown in Fig. 5. The restart analysis in the LS-DYNA
program is utilized to reproduce the millisecond delay blasting sequence. The rock stress and deformation calculated from the current
delay are submitted to the calculations of the next delay as the initial
conditions to maintain succession. The computing time for each delay is
set as the interval time of detonators (see Table 1).

(9)

1 + sinφ
σ3
1−sinφ

(10)

The damage variable D in tension or compression-shear mode can be
calculated as
mt

F
Dt = 1−exp ⎡−⎛ t ⎞ ⎤ εV ⩽ 0
⎢ ⎝ Ft ⎠ ⎥
⎦
⎣
⎜

⎟

(11)

m

c
F
Dc = 1−exp ⎡−⎛ c ⎞ ⎤ εV > 0
⎢ ⎝ F0c ⎠ ⎥
⎦
⎣
⎜

⎟

(12)

where σ1 and σ3 are the maximum and minimum principal stress, σt and
σc are the tensile strength and compressive strength of rock, φ is the
internal frictional angle, εv is the volumetric strain, and the subscripts t
and c represent the tension mode and compression-shear mode.
In an elastic and continuum-based damage model, rock damage
evolution is described as a process of Young’s modulus degradation.
According to the elastic relationship between Young’s modulus and
acoustic velocity in rock materials, the damage variable threshold Dcr at
which considerable damage begins to occur is 0.20 (Li et al., 2011).
Under dynamic loading or unloading conditions, rock strength is strainrate-dependent. According to the study of Li and Gu (1994), the dynamic compressive and tensile strength can be estimated by

σdc = σsc έ1/3

(13)

έ1/3

(14)

σdt = σst

NO

where σdc and σdt are the dynamic compressive and tensile strength of
rock, σsc and σst are the static compressive and tensile strength, and έ is
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Radial distance (m)
0

Depth (m)

1

In situ stress
ANSYS
implicit solution

1

2

3

7

Fig. 4. Comparison of blast-induced rock damage
of numerical modeling and site survey.

8

3
4
5

Site survey

6

Numerical modeling

two diﬀerent modes of fracture may occur: (a) local ‘tensile’ fracture
predominantly parallel to the applied stress, and (b) macroscopic shear
fracture (faulting). However, with an increase in the conﬁning stress,
the tensile fracture is suppressed, and the shear fracture develops in the
interiors and gradually becomes the main failure mechanism (Zhang
et al., 2010). In uniaxial compression, the crack initiation for most rocks
occurs at an applied stress of 0.3–0.5σc. For conﬁned rocks, the crack
initiation threshold is generally described by a constant-deviatoric
stress limit (Cai et al., 2004). Since the dynamic stress redistribution
causes higher circumferential and deviatoric stress than the ﬁnal static
value, as shown in Fig. 6, it may cause more severe rock damage.
For the full-face millisecond delay blasting in which the rock mass
to be excavated is removed layer by layer (see Fig. 1), this section ﬁrst
presents the evolution process of rock damage caused by dynamic insitu stress redistribution. The dynamic eﬀects of the transient stress
release on rock damage and its inﬂuence factors are subsequently investigated.

Geometric model

Element deformation

Remove elements to be excavated and apply
reversed stress constraints
Transient stress release

6

Blasthole

Update stress and geometry for explicit elements

LS-DYNA
explicit solution

5

2

Stress initialization
Element stress

4

Blast loading

Rock damage induced by dynamic in situ stress
redistribution and blast loading
Fig. 5. Procedure of the implicit and explicit solution in sequence in ANSYS/LS-DYNA.

3.1. Rock damage evolution process
The rock damage modeling is based on a continuum damage model,
and a pressure-decay function is directly input into the code to approximate the blasting pressure. Thus, the numerical modeling presented in this paper is concerned only with the blast damage caused by
stress waves, without considering the detonation gas ﬂow and gasdriven crack propagation.

Fig. 7 shows the evolution process of rock damage due to dynamic
stress redistribution when the vertical in-situ stress p0 is equal to
30 MPa and the lateral pressure coeﬃcient κ is 1.0. In each blast delay,
a thin excavation damage zone is induced in the close vicinity of the
excavation boundaries by the dynamic stress redistribution. As the excavation boundaries in the ﬁrst four delays are far from the tunnel
proﬁle, the damage zone does not extend into the tunnel wall until
blasts of the ﬁfth delay (MS9 delay). After detonation of the last delay
(MS11 delay), the damage ﬁnally extends to a depth of 1.20 m into the
rock mass outside the tunnel proﬁle.
If the stress release occurring on excavation boundaries is treated as
a quasi-static process, the rock damage is completely attributed to the

3. Rock damage induced by dynamic in-situ stress redistribution
Fig. 6 presents the radial, circumferential and deviatoric stress
histories at the distance r = 2a (a is the excavation radius and equals
5.0 m) for a stress release duration of td = 2.6 ms. As seen from this
illustration, when the stress release disturbance reaches the observation
point, the radial stress ﬁrst decreases substantially, then rebounds and
ﬁnally stabilizes in a static stress state (secondary stress). The circumferential stress ﬁrst increases rapidly, then decreases and ﬁnally
remains stable. The maximum magnitude of the dynamic circumferential stress at r = 2a is 9.0% greater than the ﬁnal static value, and the
minimum magnitude of the dynamic radial stress is smaller by 34.1%
than the ﬁnal secondary stress. The additional dynamic stress due to the
transient stress release will become more substantial for a shorter release duration.
In deep tunnel excavation, it is generally acknowledged that rock
damage begins as a result of the removal of radial conﬁning stress and
the loading by circumferential stress concentration. In the immediate
vicinity of the excavation boundary, the conﬁning stress is low, varying
between 0 and a few MPa. In such a stress state, microcracks tend to
grow in the direction parallel to the maximum compressive stress and
then create a spalling of rock parallel to the tunnel wall (Martin, 1997).
Many experiments indicate that, in uniaxial or unconﬁned compression,
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Fig. 6. Stress-time histories of the dynamic in-situ stress redistribution.
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Fig. 7. Rock damage evolution caused by dynamic in-situ
stress redistribution during the full-face millisecond delay
blasting (p0 = 30 MPa and κ = 1.0).

ﬁnal static stress (secondary stress). In this case, the ﬁnal damage depth
is 0.98 m, as shown in Fig. 8. Compared with the quasi-static stress
redistribution, the additional dynamic stress due to transient stress release causes an increase of 22.4% in damage depth. Fig. 8 also presents
the ﬁnal EDZ distribution at the lateral pressure coeﬃcient κ = 2.0. The
damage zone is mainly found in the roof and ﬂoor because of high
compressive stress concentration in this region. This means that compression-shear failure is the major mechanism for the rock damage
caused by dynamic in-situ stress redistribution. Cook et al. (1966) and
Zhu et al. (2014) found that when the duration of stress release is
suﬃciently short, e.g., less than 0.2 ms, dynamic tensile stress can be
generated, and a very shallow tensile damage zone is created in the
sidewall. In the present study, no tensile damage zone is found around
the opening because a much longer stress release duration of 2.6 ms is
adopted for the blasthole layout. At the lateral pressure coeﬃcient
κ = 2.0, the ﬁnal damage depth is increased by 26.5% due to the additional dynamic stress.

level and excavation dimension, the additional dynamic stress due to
transient stress release will become more obvious and, accordingly,
contribute more to the formation of EDZ. The additional dynamic stress
and resultant damage will increase as the duration of stress release
decreases. No matter how these inﬂuence factors change, the rate of
damage increase resulting from the additional dynamic stress is no
more than 100%. The static component of dynamic stress redistribution
(equal to the secondary stress) dominates the rock damage, and the
additional dynamic stress waves cause further growth and degradation
to the damage zone. Therefore, the transient stress release and induced
stress waves are very important subjects in the evaluation of EDZ,
especially for large-scale blasting excavations in highly stressed rock
masses.
4. Rock damage induced by the combination of dynamic stress
redistribution and blast loading
4.1. Rock damage under repeated blast loading

3.2. Analysis of inﬂuence factors
When the far-ﬁeld in-situ stress p0 is equal to 0 MPa, development of
the rock damage induced by the repeated blast loading is shown in
Fig. 10. Although a fully coupled charge is used, blasts of the cutting
holes in the MS1 delay do not cause damage to the rock outside the

According to the analytical solution to the problem of sudden excavation of a circular tunnel in an elastic ground (Carter and Booker,
1990; Zhu et al., 2014), the factors that aﬀect the dynamic stress redistribution include but are not limited to the magnitude of the in-situ
stress, the duration of stress release, the dimension of the excavation
boundaries and the rock properties. For the given rock properties listed
in Table 2, this study evaluates the eﬀects of the other three factors on
rock damage. Fig. 9 shows the ﬁnal damage zones under diﬀerent farﬁeld stress magnitudes, stress release durations and excavation dimensions when the lateral pressure coeﬃcient κ is 1.0. Under far-ﬁeld
stresses of p0 = 30, 40 and 50 MPa, the damage depth into the tunnel
proﬁle induced by dynamic stress redistribution is approximately 1.20,
2.74 and 5.86 m, respectively, which are 22.4%, 28.3% and 31.3%
greater than the damage zone induced by quasi-static stress redistribution. At p0 = 30 MPa and an excavation radius a = 5.0 m, the
damage depth induced by dynamic stress redistribution is increased by
22.4%, 14.3% and 7.1%, respectively, for stress release durations of td
= 2.6, 5.2 and 10.4 ms. When the far-ﬁeld stress and the stress release
duration are constant (p0 = 30 MPa and td = 2.6 ms), the damage zone
extends 0.29, 0.52 and 1.20 m into the tunnel wall for a = 1.2, 2.2 and
5.0 m, respectively, for an increase of 19.7%, 21.9% and 22.4% over
the quasi-static condition.
From a comparison of the absolute damage depth, the dynamic
stress redistribution-induced damage will grow to a larger zone as the
in-situ stress magnitude and excavation dimension increase. For the
percentage of increase in damage depth, with increases in the stress

Dynamic stress
redistribution

Quasi-static stress
redistribution

=1.0

=1.0

=2.0

=2.0

Fig. 8. Comparison of the ﬁnal damage extent of dynamic stress redistribution and quasistatic stress redistribution (p0 = 30 MPa).
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Fig. 9. Dynamic stress redistribution-induced rock damage
zones under diﬀerent boundary conditions (κ = 1.0): (a)
under diﬀerent magnitudes of far-ﬁeld in-situ stress; (b)
under diﬀerent durations of in-situ stress release and (c)
under diﬀerent excavation dimensions.
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and the damage growth from the last two delays is relatively smaller.
Blasts of the outermost breaking holes contribute the most to the formation of the ﬁnal damage zone. Therefore, suﬃcient attention should
be paid to the charge design of the breaking holes in addition to the
ﬁnal contour row.
Cautious blasting methods use peak particle velocity (PPV) to predict the damage zone associated with a particular explosive charge for a
given rock mass (Holmberg and Persson, 1980). The intersection of the
PPV attenuation curve with the damage distance yields the PPV

tunnel perimeter because of a far distance. As the blastholes in outer
rows detonate, the blast-induced rock damage extends into the tunnel
proﬁle and spreads rapidly. After blasts of the ﬁrst row of breaking
holes (MS3 delay), the damage depth into the tunnel proﬁle is only
0.57 m. However, it is increased substantially to 4.46 m after completing the third row of breaking holes (MS7 delay). The rock damage
beyond the tunnel proﬁle ﬁnally persists to a depth of 6.39 m after the
ﬁnal row of blastholes are blasted. The use of decoupling explosives
signiﬁcantly reduces the pressure on the buﬀer and contour hole walls,

MS1

MS3

MS5

MS7

MS9

MS11

Fig. 10. Rock damage evolution induced by blast loading
during the full-face millisecond delay blasting (p0 = 0).
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stress. When the far-ﬁeld stress reaches a higher level, e.g., 20 MPa,
because the dynamic stress redistribution-related compression-shear
damage is initiated, the damage zone outside the tunnel contour expands as the magnitude of in-situ stress increases.
Fig. 12(b) shows the ﬁnal distribution of rock damage induced by
the combination of dynamic stress redistribution and blast loading at
the lateral pressure coeﬃcient κ = 2.0. As the in-situ stress level increases, the damaged zones are distributed in diﬀerent patterns. At
lower in-situ stress levels, such as p0 = 5.0 MPa, because the blastinduced circumferential tension stress is neutralized in the roof and
ﬂoor by the concentrated compressive in-situ stress, the rock damage is
only found in the sidewall. At p0 = 20.0 MPa or higher, the rock damage caused by the dynamic stress redistribution is aligned along the
minimum stress orientation and located in the roof and ﬂoor. From
Fig. 12 and the above discussion, it can be concluded that during
blasting excavation in highly stressed rock masses, blast-induced rock
damage is limited in a very small zone near the blasthole walls, and
dynamic in-situ stress redistribution is the main mechanism for the
development of EDZ surrounding the tunnel proﬁle.
At p0 = 30 MPa and κ = 1.0, the ﬁnal damage induced by the
combined actions of dynamic stress redistribution and blast loading
extends to a depth of 1.32 m into the tunnel proﬁle. If the in-situ stress
release occurring on blast-created excavation boundaries is treated as a
quasi-static process, the damage depth is 1.10 m for the combination of
static secondary stress and blast loading, as shown in Fig. 13. As calculated in Section 3.1, the individual eﬀect of the static secondary stress
results in a damage depth of 0.98 m into the tunnel wall. The blastinduced stress waves lead to an increase of 12% in the damage depth
(1.10 m vs 0.98 m), whereas the increase due to the additional dynamic
stress caused by transient stress release is 20% (1.32 m vs 1.10 m). It
follows that under high in-situ stress conditions, the transient unloading-produced additional stress waves contribute more to the rock
damage than do the blasting stress waves. The damage due to the ﬁnal
static secondary stress (0.98 m) accounts for approximately 74% of the
total damage depth (1.32 m), and thus, the static component of stress
redistribution is mainly responsible for the formation of EDZ. Although
the contribution to the total damage depth is smaller, the stress waves
resulting from both transient unloading and blast loading often play a
role in triggering damage initiation to the rock mass in a critical damage state under the static in-situ stress.

threshold or limit for initiation of blast-induced damage. The repeated
blast loading in the millisecond delay blasting sequence causes damage
accumulation and generally results in a relatively excessive damage
depth than does a single blast loading. Repeated blasts at low levels can
eventually create damage equivalent to a single event at a high level.
Therefore, for millisecond delay blasting, the damage accumulation
should be considered when determining the PPV threshold. From our
numerical results, the accumulated damage extends to a depth of
6.39 m into the tunnel proﬁle, where the PPV threshold is 50.2 cm/s in
the MS11 delay, as shown in Fig. 11. If the accumulated damage from
the previous delays is not considered, the single blast loading in the
MS11 delay creates a damage depth of 5.86 m. At this distance, the PPV
is 59.5 cm/s. The repeated blast loading in this model results in a 15.6%
reduction in the PPV threshold for the initiation of blast-induced damage.
The above result is based on a millisecond delay blasting sequence
in only one excavation cycle, and the number of repeated blast loadings
is only six. In fact, the rock surrounding the tunnel proﬁle is subjected
to many occurrences of blast loading with advancement of the blasting
work face. In this situation, the PPV threshold will decrease. For instance, the ﬁeld tests conducted by Ramulu et al. (2009) show that after
45–50 occurrences of blast loading, the PPV threshold is reduced to
approximately 20% of the initial value in basalt. This ﬁnding is similar
to the observations of Adamson and Scherpenisse (1998). Stagg et al.
(1984) stated that in repeated blast loading conditions, the vibration
level at 50% of the value in one fold can cause rock damage.
4.2. Rock damage under dynamic stress redistribution and blast loading
In underground blasting excavation, damage is induced in the rock
surrounding the excavation by a combination of the eﬀects of stress
redistribution and blast loading. In the numerical simulation, the farﬁeld in-situ stress is varied from 0 to 30 MPa (i.e., 0, 5, 10, 20 and
30 MPa) to investigate the damage zone distribution induced by the
combined actions of dynamic stress redistribution and blast loading.
After modeling the millisecond delay blasting process from MS1 to
MS11 delay, Fig. 12(a) shows the ﬁnal damage zone distribution after
excavation at the lateral pressure coeﬃcient κ = 1.0. It is clear that at
lower in-situ stress levels (e.g., 0, 5 and 10 MPa), dynamic stress redistribution does not create rock damage at all, and the development of
EDZ is primarily attributed to repeated blast loading. Many researchers
tend to subdivide the blast-induced damage zone around a blasthole
into a crushed zone and a cracked zone. Theoretical and numerical
studies have indicated that the shear stress resulting from the high radial borehole pressure causes a thin crushed zone in the immediate
vicinity of the blasthole wall and that circumferential tensile stress
creates radial cracks, which spread longer and form a wider cracked
zone (Zhu et al., 2007; Ma and An, 2008; Yilmaz and Unlu, 2013; Li
et al., 2017). For this reason, the crushed zone can be considered as a
compression-shear damage zone, and the cracked zone can be considered as a tensile damage zone. Generally, the width of the compression-shear damage zone is much smaller than that of the tensile
damage zone because the tensile strength of rock is much lower than its
compressive strength. The radial fracture caused by the circumferential
tensile stress is the main mechanism of blast-induced damage, especially in the region farther from the blast-hole walls.
Because the breaking blastholes are far away from the tunnel wall,
no blast-induced compression-shear damage, only tensile damage, is
found in the rock beyond the tunnel proﬁle. At lower in-situ stress levels
(0, 5 and 10 MPa), the extent of the tensile damage zone caused by
blast-induced circumferential stress narrows quickly with the increase
of the in-situ stress level, as shown in Fig. 12(a). It is because the blastinduced circumferential tensile stress is neutralized by the compressive
in-situ stress. The dynamic stress redistribution causes circumferential
compression stress concentration around the tunnel wall, and the blastinduced tensile damage is impressionable to the existence of in-situ

4.3. Discussion of the practical consequences of the numerical results
The peak particle velocity is widely used as a principal evaluation
index in current blasting vibration standards and damage criteria. As
mentioned earlier, the PPV threshold for initiating blast-induced damage is the velocity value at the damage distance. Because the blast
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Fig. 11. Determination of the PPV threshold for initiation of blast-induced damage (MS11
delay).
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Fig. 12. Final damage zones induced by the combined action of dynamic stress redistribution and blast loading under diﬀerent in-situ stress levels: (a) κ = 1.0 and (b) κ = 2.0.

dynamic stress from the transient stress release should be reduced by
properly designing excavation procedures and blasting geometry. For
those tunnels with a large cross-section, it is advisable to use upper and
lower bench blasting methods instead of full-face blasting methods to
reduce the excavation dimension in a blast. The use of a smaller burden
reduces the stress on blast-created excavation boundaries, and larger
blasthole spacing extends the duration of transient stress release.
According to the numerical analyses in Section 3.2, these measures all
contribute to reducing the eﬀects of the additional dynamic stress. An
appropriate blasthole detonation sequence can also considerably reduce
the dynamic disturbance of transient stress release. For example, the
blastholes located in the region of lower stress are ﬁrst detonated followed by those in the vicinity of the stress concentration zones. In this
way, part of the strain energy stored in the stress concentration zones
can release early due to blast-created free surfaces. It mitigates the
subsequent strain energy release when the concentrated stress zones are
blasted (Yang et al., 2016b). All of these measures should be carried out
in an attempt to ensure satisfactory rock fragmentation.

damage distribution is easily aﬀected by the pre-existing in-situ stress
(see Fig. 12), the PPV threshold for blast damage initiation in deep
tunnels must be diﬀerent from that in shallow tunnels.
Taking blasts of the outermost breaking holes in the MS7 delay as an
example, at diﬀerent in-situ stress levels varying between 0 and
30 MPa, the PPV attenuation curves with damage distances are shown
in Fig. 14. At stress levels of 0, 5 and 10 MPa, the PPV threshold for
initiating blast damage is 52.3, 61.9 and 69.0 cm/s. Because blastproduced circumferential tensile stress and resultant tensile damage are
suppressed by the compressive in-situ stress, the PPV threshold is increased as the in-situ stress level increases within a certain range.
Compared to the shallow tunnels, the maximum allowable charge
weight per delay for the tunnels at moderate depth can be increased
accordingly. However, when the in-situ stress is suﬃciently high to
cause rock damage due to dynamic stress redistribution, in the already
damaged rock mass, the PPV threshold for blast damage initiation will
decline. A less charge is required to prevent rock damage growth and
aggravation from blasting. As shown in Fig. 14, at p0 = 30 MPa, the
PPV threshold is 12.7% smaller than that observed at p0 = 20 MPa.
The PPV threshold and the maximum allowable charge for initiation
of blast damage ﬁrst increase and then decrease with the increase of insitu stress, as shown in Fig. 14. Therefore, in underground blasting
excavation, the eﬀects of in-situ stress should be considered in the
blasting vibration standards and damage criteria. Diﬀerent PPV
thresholds are required according to the tunnel depths and in-situ stress
levels. This also indicates that in underground blasting excavation, it is
not appropriate to estimate the blast PPV threshold by using only the
tensile strength of rock without considering the in-situ stress state.
In deep tunnels under high in-situ stress conditions, the dynamic
stress redistribution is responsible for the formation of rock damage. To
minimize the stress redistribution-induced damage, the additional

DSR+BL
1.32 m

QSSR+BL
1.10 m

5. Conclusions
During underground blasting excavation, the in-situ stress redistribution is a dynamic process that starts from the transient release of
stress on excavation boundaries and reaches the ﬁnal static secondary
stress after excavation. The transient stress release generates additional
stress ﬂuctuations prior to the ﬁnal static stress. In this study, 2D numerical simulation is conducted to investigate the rock damage induced
by the dynamic stress redistribution and blast loading. Compared to the
quasi-static process, the dynamic stress redistribution creates a larger
rock damage zone due to the additional stress ﬂuctuations. The contribution of the additional stress waves to rock damage becomes more
Fig. 13. Final damage zones under diﬀerent loading combinations
(DSR, QSSR and BL represent dynamic stress redistribution, quasistatic stress redistribution and blast loading, respectively).
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Fig. 14. PPV thresholds for initiation of blast-induced damage under diﬀerent in-situ stress levels (MS7 delay).
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obvious as the in-situ stress levels and excavation dimensions increase
and as the stress release duration decreases. Therefore, in the assessment of EDZ, extra care should be taken to consider the additional
stress waves arising from the transient stress release occurring on blastcreated excavation boundaries, especially for large-scale blasting excavations in highly stressed rock masses. To minimize the rock damage
extension and aggravation from the additional stress waves, it is recommended to use upper and lower bench blasting methods, smaller
burdens and larger spacing for deep tunnel blasting excavation.
Tensile fracture caused by circumferential tensile stress is the main
mechanism for blast-induced rock damage around the tunnel proﬁle. In
underground blasts, the blast-produced circumferential tensile stress
beyond the tunnel proﬁle is neutralized by the compressive in-situ
stress. Thus, with an increase in the in-situ stress levels, the blast-induced damage gradually shrinks to a very thin zone near the tunnel
contour. In deep tunnels under high in-situ stress conditions, the static
component of dynamic stress redistribution becomes the main factor
and dominates the development of EDZ. The transient unloading stress
waves and blasting stress waves trigger or aggravate the damage extension. The PPV threshold for initiating blast damage ﬁrst increases
and then decreases as the in-situ stress level increases. Therefore, the
eﬀects of in-situ stress should be involved in the blasting vibration
standards and damage criteria for underground blasting excavation.
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